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Agenda
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01 Creating Optionality for Sellers | 10 min

02 Snooze | 5 min

03 Leaderboard | 5 min

04 Pro+ panel and Q&A | 35 min

05 Would you accept this lead? | 5 min



What is seller 
optionality?
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Successful agents create optionality
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Today’s sellers want options

Introduce your client to your 
partners and contractors to 
assess what is possible and 
maximize profitability

See what the open market brings 
by getting professional photos 
taken, listing on the MLS, and 
advertising to other agents

Present a cash offer yourself or 
through a network of investors or 
iBuyers within 3-4 days

Create confidence at your 
listing appointment

List on MLS

CONCIERGEFix and List

CONCIERGECash Offer Options
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How we generate 
seller opportunities
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OJO is connecting agents to potential 
sellers we meet through Movoto.com 
who are looking to receive a cash offer 
on their property.

The most effective way to deliver value 
to these consumers is provide them with 
optionality that aligns with their needs.
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The seller journey

OJO meets potential 
sellers on our home 
search portal, 
Movoto.com

We contact the 
consumer and verify 
they are looking to 
sell prior to making 
the introduction

Sellers are 
introduced to you via 
live and non-live 
transfer. If a seller is 
interested in a cash 
offer, you’ll know 
from the lead screen

Once you connect 
to a seller, it’s 
showtime! Set an 
appointment to see 
the property and 
review options. OJO 
Concierge is there to 
support throughout 
every milestone



How we meet potential sellers on Movoto.com
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Sellers will likely fall in 1 of 
4 categories:

● Curious Carol: Wants to know 
what someone would pay for 
home, but not highly motivated. 
May require nurturing

● Fix-up Felix: Home in need of 
major repairs that can be handled 
by selling to an investor who can 
fix and resell or by seller fixing 
and listing with agent 

● Hurry-Up Harry: Home in ready 
condition, but seller’s scenario 
requires cash now

● Traditional Tracy: Looking at 
cash offers, but once sees the 
numbers, wants to go the 
traditional listing route

Seller landing pages

Cash offer forms on all 
property pages



Seller evaluation and introduction

Most seller introductions will come from Movoto. In some markets, we introduce you to consumers who were interested in a 
cash offer from a partner, but fell outside the partner’s service criteria

Requested cash offer
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Claiming the lead offer
Lead routing preferences 
are not yet available, but are 
coming soon for Pro+ Team 
Leaders



Manage lead routing preferences
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SNEAK PREVIEW!

You must go into 
Settings and toggle 
ON to receive cash 
offer leads



CER call

Seller and CER



Introduction call

Seller and agent

Scorecard

Did the agent Connect with the client by showing enthusiasm and 
matching their tone, rate of speech and volume?

Did the agent Set an in-person appointment to help earn their trust 
and built rapport?

Did the agent Learn by asking questions to uncover the client’s 
motivations, wants and needs?

Overall, did the agent seem prepared to meet with the client 
in-person and present all their options to help them feel confident 
moving forward?

OR

OR

OR

OR



Stand out to your 
seller introductions
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Call recording
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ISA best practices

Getting a call from a consumer 
who found you or a property online

Calling a consumer who was browsing 
online and filled out a lead form

Two Categories:



ISA best practices

When we make a call:
● They are not expecting us
● Focus on making a positive first impression, with a big smile on our 

face, high energy, and coming from a place of service

When we get a call:

● We may not be prepared 
● We often say “How can we help you?”
● Some agents even start from a defensive place



Don’ts:
● Treat the call like you would if the consumer was calling you
● Act like you are being interrupted and aren’t prepared

Dos:
● The thought of making a positive first impression should always be 

on your radar

Reminders:
● When you get a live transfer, remember that a consumer is not calling you

○ You are calling them, meaning that Movoto/OJO called the consumer 
after they filled out a lead form and we are now bringing you on the 
line. This is the same as you calling them.



How to win them over quickly while establishing trust and rapport:

● Have a big smile on your face
● Be enthusiastic and friendly
● Bring the energy
● Introduce yourself and tell them why they are being connected to you and that you are excited to help 

them
● Give them what they want 
● Don’t start peppering them with questions
● After you set an appointment, tell them again who you are and that you will text them all your contact 

information as soon as you hang up
● Send them a video via text – “Hi! I just wanted to put a face with my name so when we meet, you’ll know 

who to expect, I look forward to helping you.”





Snooze
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Snooze
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Pro+ leaderboard



OJO Pro+ top-performing teams



Jeremy Wilson
Team Lead | ChuckTown Homes Real Estate

Misty Darling
Team Lead | The Misty SOLDwisch Home Selling Team

Pro+ panel





Listing price: $30,000



Closing price: $1,010,000



Listing price: $100,000



Closing price: $4,200,000



Listing price: $298,900



Closing price: $1,088,000



Listing price: $279,900



Closing price: $1,150,000



Listing price: $2,350,000



Closing price: $157,500



Closing price: $200,000



Closing price: $157,500






